INPEA Nomination National Rep Venezuela
Ms Susan Somers. INPEA
My name is Roselin, I am from Venezuela, gerontologist, and my purpose of writing to you is because i
want to involve with an International organization.
I am a graduate of this profession since 2006, and have experience in many fields of aging issues,
(researching, attending older people in their homes’ in communities, in our professional association, doing
health campaigns and a lot of more activities). But some external factor in my country have limited the
gerontology development, and I really want to work now with an organization that brings me more possibilities
of doing what i know to do best perhaps that provides a team work and of course that allows me to keep
learning and improving my work for our wellbeing.
I would really like and feel that i could do is creating awareness through simples strategies where people of all
ages become more involved with their aging process, for that i propose to keep me as an worker who can
spend time to reach people and therefore provide all the info and solutions about it. I have an idea that i think it
will be great to do for INTERNATIONAL DAY of OLDER PERSONS DAY in October 1st and is based on
making a international festival and therefore a campaign with many more details. For this i have been planning
with Mr Krishna Gupta, who is CEO From Ageing Nepal organization. We together propose a United Elderly
World Campaign, that can be accomplished with an international festival in New York City. I have a possible
travel there because a familiar visit and vacation.

Also, I am available to do a job outside of my country, .Because like I said before, my goal is to improve my
work and i believe that one necessary step to develop this field for my country requires a consolidated
environment which motivated in the sooner future to the publics politics and society of Venezuela to grow and
invest wisely in our aging population.

Best regards,
Roselin Jerez Arteaga

